Business and Economy

The Job Hunt
Eight new cards to practice your English.

Bachelor of Arts
Definition
A Bachelor of Arts-Una Licenciatura en
Letras
This is a bachelor´s degree awarded for an
undergraduate course or program in either
the liberal arts such as language, literature, and
philosophy among others, or the sciences or
both. These programs generally last three to
four years depending upon the country.
artist visa
Definition
The O-1 visa, mentioned in the article as
an artist visa, is for persons of extraordinary
ability in the arts and entertainment, athletics,
sciences, business, and education. Anyone who
excels in their field of specialty can qualify for
an O-1 visa.
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Breakout role
Definition
Breakout characters are those which start as
a supporting role but eventually become the
main character through audience popularity.

summer camp
Definition
A summer camp-Un campamento de
verano
A Summer camp is a supervised program
for children and/or teenagers usually during
the summer months in some countries. The
primary purpose of many camps is educational
or cultural development.

better
Irregular Comparative

résumé
Origin

Better-mejor
One syllable regular adjectives add “-er” to the
end of the adjective to form the comparative.
Tall-alto / Taller-más alto
The adjective “good” is a one syllable irregular
adjective. In the case of irregular adjectives
these change from their original form.
Good-bueno / Better-mejor

The origin of the word résumé is French
and it means “summary”. A typical résumé
contains a summary of relevant job experience
and education. It is comparable to curriculum
vitae in many countries, although in the
United States it is substantially different as
explained in the article.

applications
false cognate
Application-una postulación/una
solicitud

friendships
Suffix

When used in the context of job hunting the
word application is a false cognate. It other
words the term looks similar in Spanish and
English, but means very different things.
However if used in a different context such
as applying make up, paint, or ointments, the
word translates literally to aplicación.

Suffixes alter the form of the words to which
they are fixed. The suffix “-ship” means “a
state of.”

Friendship-la Amistad

